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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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Unit #1 Oscillation

Introduction


Creating a simulated spring and pendulum through exploring circular 
motion. It includes the introduction of polar co-ordinates, vectors, forces 
etc on a particles with a mass. 
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This is a quick sketch to illustrate polar to cartesian coordinates - drawing 
the circle. We translate the co-ordinates to the centre of the canvas and 
use the angle (sine and cosine) to rotate round and draw a point at each 
0.02 radians. 


Physics 1.1.1 polar co-ordinates (part 1)

sketch.js

let x

let y

let angle = 0

let radius = 150

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  strokeWeight(5)

}

function draw() 

{

  translate(200, 200)

  x = radius * cos(angle)

  y = radius * sin(angle)

  point(x, y)

  angle += 0.02

}
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The same and creating a spiral by increasing the radius incrementally, 
starting with a slightly smaller radius. 


polar co-ordinates (part 2)

sketch.js

let x

let y

let angle = 0

let radius = 50

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  background(220)

  strokeWeight(5)

}

function draw() 

{

  translate(200, 200)

  x = radius * cos(angle)

  y = radius * sin(angle)

  point(x, y)

  angle += 0.02

  radius -= 0.05  

}
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Drawing the circle by joining the points with the vertex() coordinates 
(changing the radius back to 150, remove the angle and move the 
background back into draw()


polar co-ordinates (part 3)

sketch.js

let x

let y

let radius = 150

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  strokeWeight(5)

  noFill()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  beginShape()

  for (let i = 0; i < TWO_PI; i += 0.01)

  {

    x = radius * cos(i)

    y = radius * sin(i)

    vertex(x, y)

  }

  endShape(CLOSE)

}
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Mapping the increment to mouseX. 


polar co-ordinates (part 4)

sketch.js

let x

let y

let radius = 150

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  strokeWeight(5)

  noFill()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  let increment = map(mouseX, 0, width, PI, PI/8)

  beginShape()

  for (let i = 0; i < TWO_PI; i += increment)

  {

    x = radius * cos(i)

    y = radius * sin(i)

    vertex(x, y)

  }

  endShape(CLOSE)

}
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Notes

There is a slight risk of an infinite loop if your mouse strayed too far be 
warned  
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Move the mouse over the canvas



Translated. The basic circle sketch with the centre translated to the 
middle and with a radius (r) of 100




Physics 1.1.2 simple harmonic motion (part 1)

sketch.js

let r = 100

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  circle(0, 0, r * 2)

}
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Just your simple everyday circle



Breathe. Now we are going to let the circle ‘breathe’ to the waveform of 
the sine wave. The sine of an angle returns a value between -1 and 1. To 
get round the problem of having a circle of radius between -1 and 1 we 
use the map() function so its radius is between 50 and 150


simple harmonic motion (part 2)

sketch.js

let r = 100

let angle = 0

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  r = map(sin(angle), -1, 1, 50, 150)  

  circle(0, 0, r * 2)

  angle += 0.05  

}
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Challenge

Try different angle increments. Different mapping values. Colour to vary etc


e.g. fill(r*2, 200 - r, 200) 
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It now breathes



Period. Introducing a period, how long is the cycle of one sine wave, it is 
360˚ or 2π. The frame rate of your screen is around 60 frames per second, 
you can check this by including the line of code console.log(frameRate()) 
in the draw() function. So to do the maths so that we have 1 wave per 
second we divide 360/60 which will give us the amount of rotation per 
frame to make a couple cycle in 1 second which comes out at 6˚. Phew! In 
the sketch we will continue to use radians hence 2π/60 (TWO_PI/60)


Challenge

Change the time period using millis(). Add an angular velocity so it gets 
faster over time


simple harmonic motion (part 3)

sketch.js

let r = 100

let angle = 0

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  r = map(sin(angle), -1, 1, 50, 150)  

  circle(0, 0, r * 2)

  let increment = TWO_PI/60

  angle += increment

}
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Start a new sketch for this bit. Oscillating sphere. A simple oscillating 
sphere attached to an elastic string


Physics 1.1.3 graphing sine wave (part 1)

sketch.js

let angle = 0

let r = 16

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  let y = map(sin(angle), -1, 1, -150, 150)

  line(0, 0, 0, y)

  circle(0, y, r * 2)

  angle += 0.04

}
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Oscillates up and down nicely



An array of spheres. Adding in an array of spheres, adding lines to each 
one and adjusting so it fits nicely on the canvas. The floor() returns an 
integer. 


graphing sine wave (part 2)

sketch.js

let angles = []

let angleV = 0.04

let r = 16

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let total = floor(width / (r * 2))

  for (let i = 0; i < total; i++) 

  {

    angles[i] = 0

  }  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  for (let i = 0; i < angles.length; i++) 

  {

    let y = map(sin(angles[i]), -1, 1, -150, 150)

    let x = map(i, 0, angles.length, -180, 210)

    line(x, 0, x, y)

    circle(x, y, r * 2)

    angles[i] += angleV
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  }

}
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A nice row of oscillating circles 



A random value. Make an array of angleV set to a random value between 
-0.1 and 0.1. 


graphing sine wave (part 3)

sketch.js

let angles = []

let angleV = []

let r = 16

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let total = floor(width / (r * 2))

  for (let i = 0; i < total; i++) 

  {

    angles[i] = 0

    angleV[i] = random(-0.1, 0.1)    

  }  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  for (let i = 0; i < angles.length; i++) 

  {

    let y = map(sin(angles[i]), -1, 1, -150, 150)

    let x = map(i, 0, angles.length, -180, 210)

    line(x, 0, x, y)

    circle(x, y, r * 2)

    angles[i] += angleV[i]
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Challenges

1 Change angleV[i] = random(-0.1, 0.1) to angleV[i] = i / 100 and keep it 
for the next sketch. 

2 Play around with the values


  }

}
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Oscillating all over the place



Smaller and symmetrical. Removing the lines, and making the spheres 
smaller = 10, also for symmetry adding an extra sphere 

for (let i = 0; i < total + 1; i++) 

Now adding vertex lines to join the circles


graphing sine wave (part 4)

sketch.js

let angles = []

let angleV = []

let r = 10

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  let total = floor(width / (r * 2))

  for (let i = 0; i < total; i++) 

  {

    angles[i] = map(i, 0, total, 0, TWO_PI)

    angleV[i] = 0.04

  }  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  translate(200, 200)

  beginShape()  

  for (let i = 0; i < angles.length; i++) 

  {

    let y = map(sin(angles[i]), -1, 1, -150, 150)

    let x = map(i, 0, angles.length, -300, 300)
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Challenges

1 Replace angleV[i] = 0.04 with angleV[i] = random(0.04) 

2 Try 2*TWO_PI


    fill(255)

    circle(x, y, r * 2)

    noFill()

    vertex(x, y)    

    angles[i] += angleV[i]

  }

  endShape()  

}
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Sine wave



Amplitude, period and phase. There are three parts to a wave: amplitude 
(height of the wave), period (length of one wave) and phase (offset). In 
this sketch we are going to add waves together. First using the final 
sketch from the last example we will make it object orientated. 


Physics 1.1.4 additive waves (part 1)

sketch.js

let wave

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  wave = new Wave(150, 400, 0)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let x = 0; x < width; x += 10)

  {

    let y = wave.calculate(x)

    circle(x, y + height/2, 10)

  }

}

class Wave

{

  constructor(amp, period, phase)

  {

    this.amplitude = amp

    this.period = period
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Challenges

Try different values for amplitude, period and phase e.g. wave = new 
Wave(100, 300, PI/3)


    this.phase = phase

  }

  

  calculate(x)

  {

    return sin(this.phase + TWO_PI*x/this.period)*this.amplitude

  }

}
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Five waves. Creating 5 random waves


additive waves (part 2)

sketch.js

let waves = []

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    waves[i] = new Wave(random(20, 80), random(100, 400), 
random(TWO_PI))

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let x = 0; x < width; x += 10)

  {

    for (let wave of waves)

    {

      let y = wave.calculate(x)

      circle(x, y + height/2, 10)

    }

  }

}

class Wave

{
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  constructor(amp, period, phase)

  {

    this.amplitude = amp

    this.period = period

    this.phase = phase

  }

  

  calculate(x)

  {

    return sin(this.phase + TWO_PI*x/this.period)*this.amplitude

  }

}
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Randomly generated waves



Adding waves. Now adding them together


additive waves (part 3)

sketch.js

let waves = []

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    waves[i] = new Wave(random(20, 80), random(100, 400), 
random(TWO_PI))

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let x = 0; x < width; x += 10)

  {

    let y = 0

    for (let wave of waves)

    {

      y += wave.calculate(x)

    }

    circle(x, y + height/2, 10)

  }

}

class Wave
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{

  constructor(amp, period, phase)

  {

    this.amplitude = amp

    this.period = period

    this.phase = phase

  }

  

  calculate(x)

  {

    return sin(this.phase + TWO_PI*x/this.period)*this.amplitude

  }

}
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Adding the waves together



Using phase. Getting it in motion by using the phase


additive waves (part 4)

sketch.js

let waves = []

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    waves[i] = new Wave(random(20, 80), random(100, 400), 
random(TWO_PI))

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let x = 0; x < width; x += 10)

  {

    let y = 0

    for (let wave of waves)

    {

      y += wave.calculate(x)

    }

    circle(x, y + height/2, 10)

  }

  for (let wave of waves)

  {

    wave.phase += 0.1
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  }

}

class Wave

{

  constructor(amp, period, phase)

  {

    this.amplitude = amp

    this.period = period

    this.phase = phase

  }

  

  calculate(x)

  {

    return sin(this.phase + TWO_PI*x/this.period)*this.amplitude

  }

}
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Challenges

1 Add more waves. 

2 Add colour and alpha. 

3 Change the values for period, amplitude and phase. 

4 Use vertex to draw lines in between 
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Now in motion



A few tweaks. For clarity this is an updated version of the previous sketch. 
Changes: add update() to class and use it at the end of draw()


additive waves (part 5)

sketch.js

let waves = []

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    waves[i] = new Wave(random(20, 80), random(100, 400), 
random(TWO_PI))

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let x = 0; x < width; x += 10)

  {

    let y = 0

    for (let wave of waves)

    {

      y += wave.calculate(x)

    }

    circle(x, y + height/2, 10)

  }

  for (let wave of waves)

  {

    wave.update()
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  }

}

class Wave

{

  constructor(amp, period, phase)

  {

    this.amplitude = amp

    this.period = period

    this.phase = phase

  }

  

  calculate(x)

  {

    return sin(this.phase + TWO_PI*x/this.period)*this.amplitude

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.phase += 0.05

  }

}
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Unit #2 Pendulum


Introduction

Making a simple pendulum, which might sound simple enough but has many 
factors to consider. An exercise that uses the code you have learnt and 
applied it to a simple simulation. This is from Coding Challenge #159 simple 
pendulum (coding train YouTube channel) 
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Creating a arm (line) and a bob (circle), very simple





Physics 1.2.1 the arm and the bob

sketch.js

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  line(200, 0, 200, 200)

  circle(200, 200, 50)

}
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A static pendulum



The angle to the vertical is PI/4 (π/4), the length (len) is 100, the bob is a 
vector and then origin is a vector at (200, 0)


Physics 1.2.2 adding variables

sketch.js

let angle

let bob

let len

let origin

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  angle = PI/4

  bob = createVector()

  len = 100

  origin = createVector(200, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  line(200, 0, 200, 200)

  circle(200, 200, 50)

}
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Now to add in the calculations for bob.x and bob.y using sin(angle) and 
cos(angle), also making the length (len) a bit longer to 300. We add the 
origin.x and origin.y because the angle is measured from (300, 200) and 
not (0, 0)


Physics 1.2.3 using sine and cosine

sketch.js

let angle

let bob

let len

let origin

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  angle = PI/4

  bob = createVector(200, 150)

  len = 200

  origin = createVector(200, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bob.x = len * sin(angle) + origin.x

  bob.y = len * cos(angle) + origin.y

  line(origin.x, origin.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

}
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Let’s add angular velocity (angleV) and acceleration (angleA)

 

Physics 1.2.4 angular velocity & acceleration

sketch.js

let angle

let bob

let len

let origin

let angleV = 0

let angleA = 0

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  angle = PI/4

  bob = createVector(200, 150)

  len = 200

  origin = createVector(200, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  angleV += angleA

  angle += angleV  

  bob.x = len * sin(angle) + origin.x

  bob.y = len * cos(angle) + origin.y

  line(origin.x, origin.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

}
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Challenges

1 Give a small value to angleV

2 Give a small value to angleA


Notes

Now to add some forces... 
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Now add gravity to make the simulation realistic. The mass will be 1, also 
we create our own value for gravity ignoring newton! This is getting there 
but still needs more maths applied to this in the next sketch after this 
one


Physics 1.2.5 gravity

sketch.js

let angle

let bob

let len

let origin

let angleV = 0

let angleA = 0

let gravity = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  angle = PI/4

  bob = createVector(200, 150)

  len = 200

  origin = createVector(200, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  let force = gravity * sin(angle)

  angleA = -1 * force  

  angleV += angleA

  angle += angleV  

  bob.x = len * sin(angle) + origin.x
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  bob.y = len * cos(angle) + origin.y

  line(origin.x, origin.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

}
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You should now see it swinging 
backwards and forwards but not very 

realistic 



The angular acceleration to be more realistic. We add gravity and give it a 
value of 1 (this is just for starters - you can play around with that value). 
The angle acceleration is divided by its length (len). Also adding some 
dampening on line:

angleV *= 0.995


This helps it to decay by a small amount each swing


Physics 1.2.6 realism

sketch.js

let angle

let bob

let len

let origin

let angleV = 0

let angleA = 0

let gravity = 1

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  angle = PI/4

  bob = createVector(200, 150)

  len = 200

  origin = createVector(200, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  let force = gravity * sin(angle)

  angleA = (-1 * force) / len  
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Notes

So just when you thought that making a simple pendulum would be simple. 
This is a simulation and has to take in the necessary forces to be 
anywhere near a physics engine, by that I mean it simulates physics in the 
real world. 


Challenges

1. Change the amount of dampening/decay or comment it out completely

2. Try different lengths of string - is it still realistic 

  angleV += angleA

  angle += angleV

  angleV *= 0.995  

  bob.x = len * sin(angle) + origin.x

  bob.y = len * cos(angle) + origin.y

  line(origin.x, origin.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

}
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Unit #3 Springs


Introduction

Similar to the pendulum this is looking at a spring like simulation. Taken 
inspiration from Coding Challenge #160 spring forces (Coding Train YouTube 
channel)


You will need to add two more files in addition to sketch.js (don’t forget 
the index.html)


Files you will need the following files… 


sketch.js

particle.js

spring.js
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Start a new sketch. The equation is force = -k * x, let us make a basic 
spring where x is the displacement and k is the spring constant. 


Physics 1.3.1 the equation

sketch.js

let y = 250

let velocity = 0

let restLength = 200

let k = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  circle(200, y, 50)

  let x = y - restLength

  let force = -k * x

  velocity  += force

  y += velocity

  velocity *= 0.99

}
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Challenges

1 Change the value of k (the spring constant)

2 Change values of y and restLength

3 Alter damping 
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A nice little bobbing circle



It might be easier just to start a new sketch as to work out from the last 
sketch what is new, removed or altered. Introducing vectors. The bob is 
the mass that moves, the anchor is the fixed end of the spring. 


Physics 1.3.2 vectors

sketch.js

let bob

let anchor

let velocity

let restLength = 200

let k = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  bob = createVector(200, 300)

  anchor = createVector(200, 0)

  velocity = createVector(0, 0)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  line(anchor.x, anchor.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(anchor.x, anchor.y, 25)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

  let force = p5.Vector.sub(bob, anchor)

  let x = force.mag() - restLength

  force.normalize()

  force.mult(-1 * k * x)

  velocity.add(force)
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  bob.add(velocity)

  velocity.mult(0.99)

}

Code explanation

  let force = p5.Vector.sub(bob, anchor)

When you are subtracting two vectors to give you a third vector

  let x = force.mag() - restLength

The mag() function calculates the magnitude of a vector

  force.normalize()

The normalize() function sets the value to 1

  velocity.add(force)

The add() function adds two vectors

  velocity.mult(0.99)

The mult() function multiplies either a number or two vectors together
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An anchor, bob and line



Now let us move it to the side and add gravity


Physics 1.3.3 gravity

sketch.js

let bob

let anchor

let velocity

let restLength = 200

let k = 0.01

let gravity

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  bob = createVector(300, 350)

  anchor = createVector(200, 0)

  velocity = createVector(0, 0)

  gravity = createVector(0, 0.1)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  line(anchor.x, anchor.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(anchor.x, anchor.y, 25)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

  let force = p5.Vector.sub(bob, anchor)

  let x = force.mag() - restLength

  force.normalize()

  force.mult(-1 * k * x)

  velocity.add(force)
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  velocity.add(gravity)  

  bob.add(velocity)

  velocity.mult(0.99)

}
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It swings and then decays to a stop



Now let us use the mouse to place the bob


Physics 1.3.4 mouse

sketch.js

let bob

let anchor

let velocity

let restLength = 200

let k = 0.01

let gravity

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  bob = createVector(300, 350)

  anchor = createVector(200, 0)

  velocity = createVector(0, 0)

  gravity = createVector(0, 0.1)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  line(anchor.x, anchor.y, bob.x, bob.y)

  circle(anchor.x, anchor.y, 25)

  circle(bob.x, bob.y, 50)

  if (mouseIsPressed)

  {

    bob.x = mouseX

    bob.y = mouseY

    velocity.set(0, 0)
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  }  

  let force = p5.Vector.sub(bob, anchor)

  let x = force.mag() - restLength

  force.normalize()

  force.mult(-1 * k * x)

  velocity.add(force)

  velocity.add(gravity)  

  bob.add(velocity)

  velocity.mult(0.99)

}
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Click on the canvas, move the bob and 
release



Adding a particle.js and spring.js file. Don’t forget to add them to the 
index.html. this section is to change the nature of the bob and anchor to a 
particle system which gives us more scope to do things with it. 


Physics 1.3.5 particle and spring (part 1)

particle.js

class Particle 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.acceleration = createVector(0, 0.01)

    this.velocity = createVector(0, 0)

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.mass = 1

  }

  applyForce(force) 

  {

    let f = force.copy()

    f.div(this.mass)

    this.acceleration.add(f)

  }

  update() 

  {

    this.velocity.add(this.acceleration)

    this.position.add(this.velocity)

    this.acceleration.mult(0)

  }

  show() 

  {
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    circle(this.position.x, this.position.y, 50)

  }

}

Code explanation

    f.div(this.mass)

Dividing two vectors
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Now adding the spring.js. the ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two particle vectors 
connected


particle and spring (part 2)

spring.js

class Spring

{

  constructor(k, restLength, a, b)

  {

    this.k = k

    this.restLength = restLength

    this.a = a

    this.b = b

  }

    

  update()

  {

    let force = p5.Vector.sub(this.b.position, this.a.position)

    let x = force.mag() - this.restLength

    force.normalize()

    force.mult(this.k * x)

    this.a.applyForce(force)

    force.mult(-1)

    this.b.applyForce(force)

  }

    

  show()

  {

    line(this.a.position.x, this.a.position.y, 
this.b.position.x, this.b.position.y)

  }

}
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Again I might suggest you start the sketch.js from scratch. Incorporating 
the classes into the sketch


particle and spring (part 3)

sketch.js

let bob

let anchor

let spring

let gravity

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  bob = new Particle(350, 300)

  anchor = new Particle(300, 0)

  spring = new Spring(0.01, 200, bob, anchor)

  gravity = createVector(0, 0.1)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  spring.show()

  spring.update()

  bob.show()

  anchor.show()

  bob.update()

  anchor.update()

  if (mouseIsPressed)

  {
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    bob.position.set(mouseX, mouseY)

    bob.velocity.set(0, 0)

  }  

}

Code explanation

    bob.position.set(mouseX, mouseY)

    bob.velocity.set(0, 0)

This sets the vector to those variables, in this case the position is set set to where 
the mouse is and its velocity is zero
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This is serious fun, click on the 
canvas and move the bob!



Creating a line of springs, keep the particle.js and spring.js the same as 
previously. There is substantial change and it might just be easier to start 
the sketch again. 


Physics 1.3.6 line of springs

sketch.js

let particles = []

let springs = []

let gravity

let spacing = 80

let k = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    particles[i] = new Particle(200, i * spacing)

    if(i != 0)

    {

      let a = particles[i]

      let b = particles[i-1]

      let spring = new Spring(k, spacing, a, b)

      springs.push(spring)

    }

  }  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let s of springs)
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  {

    s.update()

    s.show()

  }

  for (let p of particles)

  {

    p.update()

    p.show()    

  }

  

  let tail = particles[particles.length-1]

  

  if (mouseIsPressed)

  {

    tail.position.set(mouseX, mouseY)

    tail.velocity.set(0, 0)

  }  

}
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Notes

These should all interact with each other and move accordingly in a wobbly 
wobbly fashion 
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Click on the canvas and watch what 
happens



Changing particle.js to lock one of the spheres, also added some 
dampening to the velocity

 

Physics 1.3.7 locking a sphere (part 1)

particle.js

class Particle 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.locked = false

    this.acceleration = createVector(0, 0.01)

    this.velocity = createVector(0, 0)

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.mass = 1

  }

  applyForce(force) 

  {

    let f = force.copy()

    f.div(this.mass)

    this.acceleration.add(f)

  }

  update() 

  {

    if(!this.locked)

    {

      this.velocity.mult(0.99)

      this.velocity.add(this.acceleration)

      this.position.add(this.velocity)

      this.acceleration.mult(0)
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    }

  }

  show() 

  {

    circle(this.position.x, this.position.y, 50)

  }

}
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Adding in the locked particle, particle[0] and added gravity


locking a sphere (part 2)

sketch.js

let particles = []

let springs = []

let gravity

let spacing = 50

let k = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    particles[i] = new Particle(200, i * spacing)

    if(i != 0)

    {

      let a = particles[i]

      let b = particles[i-1]

      let spring = new Spring(k, spacing, a, b)

      springs.push(spring)

    }

  }  

  particles[0].locked = true

  gravity = createVector(0, 0.1)  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)
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  for (let s of springs)

  {

    s.update()

    s.show()

  }

  for (let p of particles)

  {

    p.applyForce(gravity)    

    p.update()

    p.show()    

  }

  

  let tail = particles[particles.length-1]

  

  if (mouseIsPressed)

  {

    tail.position.set(mouseX, mouseY)

    tail.velocity.set(0, 0)

  }  

}
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Now click on the canvas and drag the 
last bob and let it go!



Removing the particle spheres and the string by removing p.show() and 
s.show() and then joining the particles with curveVertex lines. There are a 
few other modifications as you can see in the sketch.js. The particle.js and 
spring.js remain unchanged. 


Physics 1.3.8 adding string

sketch.js

let particles = []

let springs = []

let gravity

let spacing = 50

let k = 0.01

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  strokeWeight(2)

  noFill()

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    particles[i] = new Particle(200, i * spacing)

    if(i != 0)

    {

      let a = particles[i]

      let b = particles[i-1]

      let spring = new Spring(k, spacing, a, b)

      springs.push(spring)

    }

  }  

  particles[0].locked = true

  gravity = createVector(0, 0.1)  

}
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function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let s of springs)

  {

    s.update()

  }

  beginShape()

  let head = particles[0]

  curveVertex(head.position.x, head.position.y)

  for (let p of particles)

  {

    p.applyForce(gravity)

    p.update()

    curveVertex(p.position.x, p.position.y)  

  }

  let tail = particles[particles.length-1]

  curveVertex(tail.position.x, tail.position.y)

  circle(tail.position.x, tail.position.y, 50)

  endShape()

  

  if (mouseIsPressed)

  {

    tail.position.set(mouseX, mouseY)

    tail.velocity.set(0, 0)

  }  

}
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Challenges

1 Change the restLength (spacing). 

2 Change the number of particles. 

3 The k value. 

4 The mass (in particle.js)
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Click on the circle and drag to see 
the magic string


